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Lobos Lose to Arizona
(Continued from Jl!l~e 1)
'Cats gained 313 yard!! in the air.
Pass, Pass, Pass
Neither team could move the
ball on the next f!el•ies of downs
but the Wildc11ts got the ball with
a little over three minutes to ~o
in the half and Rl!ed came out
thowing-. The exploitation of the
UNM defensive backfield with
the help of no pass rush again
proved fruitful as the Tucson
tou~hics passed for 6!) yurds in
an SO-yard drive. 'rhe touchdown
came on a 54-yard pass from
Reed to Greth. With 1:12 left in
the half the 'Cats Jed 23-7.
Punt Blo('kcd
The Lobos couldn't move after
receiving the next kickoff and

wcm fo1•ced to punt. The Wild<·ats had the block play set up as
ten men rushed the punter and
the ldck was blocked. The loose
hall was !'~!Covered at the Lobos'
one foot line. With thr11e seconds
to go in the half the 'Cats scored
again. Now the score was 29-7. In
the blitz in the second qum•ter
Arizona had n total offense of
132 rards while holding the Lobos
to 60.
The second half snw the Lobos
~ontniuc with the mistakes, On a
fourth and fifteen from their own
:3G a bad pass fl'O!ll center over
the puntc1·'s head g-avl' Arizona
the ball on the UNM 24. The
puss dt•fcnst• rose to the occasion
fot· tlw first tinw as ReL•d had a

Officials Have
Demanding Job
(Editor's note: This is the seeond of two articles on the pro b.
]ems and the duties of the colleg-e
football oflicials. The articles are
written by the director for the
Western Athletic Conference,
H. B. Kniseley.)
Where do college football rcfel·ees come from? Usually, they
arc from neighboring states and
nre g1·aduates of colleges and universities othet· than those fot·
which they officiate. .Most major
collegiate conferences even prohibit an official from working in a
conference game if he resides in
the state in which either school
is located. These men are impartial and "caU 'em as they see
'en1.''

Further examination of the
records would reveal that almost
all of these men have been officiating at least the years-most of
them much longer. They started
in high school games, demon.strated their abilities, and worked
their way up.
Before being admitted to collegiate football officiating 1·anks a
man is carefully screened, even
beyond his demonstrated work in
high school games. He is tested
each year for knowledge of tlie
rules, penalties, enforcements,
and officiating techniques. He
must be in good physical condition.
Attend Clinic
Each year, about a month before the football season start:;, collegiate officials, at their own expense, attend a two-day clinic.
There they receive interpretations
of new rules and take a brief
refresher course and test over the
more difficult rules and techniques
of officiating. Although the NCAA
rules book sets forth 382 basic
rules, most of them are applicable
to multiple play situations and
variable playing techniques.
Officials must know all of these
rules, each penalty and the spot
of enforcement for each violation.
They must be able to identify
fouls and decide quickly. Unlike
a corporation executive, they don't
have time to sit down at a con·
ference table for a thirty-minute
discussion before making a decisision.
Reviews Rules
Throughout the season, each official reviews the rules in p1•ivate
study and attends n weekly
group meeting, where interpretations, unusual play situations, dif·
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fi~ult

dcdsions, and officiating
techniques ar(' discussed.
Four hours before kickofl', college olficials hold a l!O-minute conference, to plnn better co·ordination and efficiency in game administration. They go onto the
field thoroughly prepared.
l\fust Stay Calm
Officials cannot be "thin skinned." They know that the occupational hazards include jeers and
boos from partisan fans and occasional c~·udc unsportsmanlike
1'ema1·ks from irate individuals,
but they maintain their dignity
and professional poise.
Dr. Paul W. Brcchler, commissioner of the Western Athletic
Confe1·cnce, explained, "Throughout collegiate ·football in this
country, commissioners, athletic
directors, coaches, and designated
observet·s generally agree that the
quality of officiating is good. The
officials are well trained and carefully chosen.
"Occasionally an official is subjected to unfair criticism or abuse
and decides to retire. The inevitable and unfortunate result, in
most cases, is the necessity of
replacing him with a less experi- _
enced mnn!'
1\-lust Be Perfect
In his column in the Indianapolis Star, Bob Collins wrote:
"The footbaU official is the only
human who is not allowed a margin for error. He is expectl)d to
start the game perfect-and
gradually improve.
"During a game even coaches
sometimes get confused. Players

pass intercepted in the end zone.
The rest of the quartel• was uneventful a:o neither team could
move the ball and three punts followed.
The fourth quarter opened with
Reed passing on every down and
reaching the land of milk and
honey with about 13 minutes to

Football Duel Set
With SAE vs. SX

SPORTS PAGE
Vol. 70
The game was n series of punts
following
the last UNM score
d
and neither team ever got close
Lobos Set Rec!lr
On the next series of downs
for the Lobos a new WAC pass to the end zone.
record was set llS the Wolfpack
It was a beautiful night for
finally did something to cheer football and 22,075 fans came exabout. Beitler found junior and peeting to see the Lobos make a
Emilio Vallez behind the Wildcat spirited comeback after the dedefense and threw to him nt the bacle at El Paso. Of course the
N.M 45. From there Vallez leg. Wildcats spoiled the eve and took
ged it the rest of the 89 yards to home the Kit Carson Rifle for
score the final points of the ganJe the first time since conference
and the score was 36-15.:__ _ _~P_la..:y:__b_eg:::.·a_n_.__________

Ct.ji.SSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:

~ bne. ad., 65c-4 times, $2,00. Insertions

must be oubn1itted by noon on day before
publication . ta Room 169, Student Publica•
tiona Building. Phone 277-4002 or 277·4!02,
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER sales lit. repair. SpeeW
rates to UNM students on all mneh!nes
"F'roo Jliclntp & deliv<!l')', E & E Typ,;
writer Service, 2217 Coal SE, phone 2~30598.
USED TV·~ at low priccsl alSo rent/lis,
Aladdin TV, 1~11 Carlisle S. E. (corner
farllslc & Gibson SE), 265·0966. 10/G, 6,
'· 10.
FOR SALE
trSElJ TV, just repaind, $35, Sunbeam
Mixmastcr, like new, $25, Deep /ryer/
tookcr, used twice, $8. Soo at 116 M""a
SE. 10/6, 6, 1.
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forget their assignments, drop the
ball, miss blocks, and botch tackles. Yet if the guy iri' the striped
shirt makes a disputable call, he's
the cause of it all. You'd think a
few years of being wrong all the
time-even when they are rightwould send officials into early re~ at Ukerville/ •<.:"..,"'
"But the amazing thing is that
they love their jobs. It is a feeling
that must be like that of the fellow who beat himself on the head
with a hammer because it felt so
~rood when he quit.
And really, in your heart, you
know that these dedicated men
are usually right and that foothall games couldn't be played
without them."

. ·-<::-::: ·"l~i-1

LOBO Cheesecake . . . ·. . s
.,. ee P.C!Y.~.z . .
;_-~-

'_,_;

._.

,..-., :--- .J

Nelson Riddle and his orchestra and vocalist Sue Rainey have
been signed to appear at the
UNM Homecoming Dance Nov.
5, with the Beau Brummels fea· tured at the Nov. 4 dance-, Homecoming chairman Jeny Roehl announced the signings last night
during the Committee meeting.
Final plans were set by the
committee aftel' a controversy
over entertainment was settled
and final arrangements made.
The committee reported that
there will be a dance in the Union
on Friday, Nov. 4, with three

too-small education

put the

squeeze on you.

bands playing in the Union.
These wi11 include the .Beau
Brummels, who will piny in the
Ballroom. Two other bands, the
Chessmen and the Rue Five, will
follow. The coronation of Homecoming Queen will be Friday
night during the dance.
Panel Will Choose
The candidates for Queen will
be chosen by a panel of judges
tomorrow night from the large
number of Queen applicants. The
elections for Queen from 20 girls
who will be chosen as candidates
will be Nov. 2.
There will be a parade Nov. 5

---------------~--------

UNM Judiciary
'

A toc..smalledueation <·;m r<>ally (•mmp your styl<>. 13m;
you in. Sc(\Wcze you into a too-small joh ..• :md kl'ep you
then.• permmumtly.
,, ~ ···• Don't let it happc1n. M~1kc sm·e you get an education
that's hip; enough tn fit you for life.
It's really the smart thing to do. Because, to get nny
kind of a good job today, you need a good edueation. It's
the first thing most employers ask for. It's your passport
to a good job, with good pay and a eomfortnhly brge
ftHill~··
•. '"·
. .
So if you're in sehoolnow ... stay tll('re! Lt•arn all von
enn for as long as you can. If yon'r<' out of sehoul. yon ~:an
stiiT get pfenty of vafitable training outside the (•lassroom.
For details, see the Youth Counselor at your State Employment Scn·iee. Or visit n Youth Opportunity Ccntm·.

To get a good job, get a good education ~
~.':-"

famous etlucaltonal paperbacks ••• average price $J .SO
LANGUAGES
MATHEMAncs
MUSIC
PHILOSo·
PHY

~~~~~~~~~~ENCE

RECREATIONS
SCIENCE
SOCIOLOGY.
SPEECH
STUDY AIDS

START RIQftT••• bUlf lfOUr Outlines and Handbooks
lfOU get lfour textbool(sl
- - . , .. .~--~

•. .-.--:::.:

For U.l-lomecoming

Don't let a

BARNES & NOBLE
COLLEGE OUTLINE~ and EVERYDAY HANDBOOKS
ENGINEERING
ENGLISH
ETIQUme
GOVERNMENT
HANDICRAFTS
HISTORY

-~ ~

Riddle, Rairley Sign
By BOB STOREY

the better students use

ANTHROPOLOGY
ART
BUSINESS
DRAMA
ECONOMICS
EbUCAtiON

No. 15

go in the game.

(Continued from page 1)
$tone said confidentially Sunday,
"All we lu:we to do is score!"
Sigma Chi has beaten SAE
fm· thl' last three years. The
lll!i-1 game t•nded with both lines
of ,;pecta tors empt~·ing into the
fi(l!d fur a general free-fOl'·all.
Sigma Chi had won the game,
and SAE wa~ kicked out of intrumural football.
Tit It> In Cont!mtion
If Sigma Chi wins today, they
will be hack in contention for the
league victory. If SAE wins, they
will virtually have the Greek
league title cinched.
Pi Kappa Alpha, who was defeated by Sigma Chi 7-6, will
meet SAE on Tuesday. If SAE
beats Sigma Chi, they will be
ah!e to afford a loss to the Pikes.
The Pikes were tied by Phi Gamma Delta.
SAE's Said Big
When asked if he were more
worried about the SAE's than the
Pikes, Sigma Chi Intramural
Chah·m:.m Dettweiler said "I am
personally, because the SAE's
have a bigger team."
The SAE - Sigma Chi Intramural fuotball game this afternoon qt,,4l80, promises to b~ one
of the nardest-fought of the season.

'-

OUR SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

EDITOR JEFF DENNARD

OVER 140 TITlES ON THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS:

WANT ADS

EXICOLOBO

ON SALE AI....__ _....,..

when

~associated students boo~tore

'~

Dealt Setback
The section of the new Associated Students Constitution
dealing with the student judiciary
branch has been temporarily suspended pending the ironing out of
certain conflicts with the Faculty
Constitution, it was learned Tuesday night.
Pending the cla:rlficatlon .,~ the
conflicts, both Student Court and

MARGARE'l' TEELE, Hollywood starlette, is making an appearance here in Albuquerque to promote the new mpvie "Mothel:'
Goose A-Go-Go". Miss Teele was interviewed by the .LOBO.
(LOBO staff photo by Pawley)

Student Standards are operating
under the pertinent sections of
the old constitution. Article five
is the portion of the constitution
in question.
Last Appeal
Associated Students President

Feature Distorts Facts,
Says Administrative V-P
A charge of distorting the facts
was leveled yesterday by a highranking UNM official at a feature carried by the LOBO last
Friday.
Referring to the Eliot Glashcim feature entitled "Who's in
charge here, anyway?", Acadelllle
Vice-President Shertnan Smith
said that it "would be a serious
indictment of administrative neglect if it were based on facts.''
Dr. Smith's comments were
contained in a letter to the LOBO
editor received yesterday after·
noon (for the full text of the
letter, see editorial page).
According to Dr. Smith, factual

criticism is welcomed and has a
desirable function. Dr. Smith
added, however, that "criticism
based on misrepresentation is
mischievous and can serve no useful purpose.''
Dr. Smith questioned two areas
in which the article criticized the
administration.
Answering the article's question· which asks why students
have to fight for parking places
when the faculty lots are half
empty, Dr. Smith pointed out
that there are on campus a total

of 15 faculty lots containing 954
spaces. He said that according to
a survey taken Monday morning
there were only 75 vacant spaces.
Occupancy Is High
He also said that the 75 empty
spaces were scattered through ten
of the faculty lots and that the
1·emnining five lots were full. He
cited the percentage of occupancy liS 92.1.
Smith speculated that the pic~
ture with the feature of the nearly empty faculty lot south of the
(Continued on page 8)

Required for Graduates
By CHUCK RE\'NOLDS
The UNM faculty requires that
every student graduating from
this University must pass the
English Proficiency Exam or
make a 11C'' oi" better in a non~
credit remedial English course.
This requirement must be met
in order to transfer to a degreegranting college of the Univer~
sity.
Regardless of one's score on
the Americart College Test~ which
it.'! a distinct and separate program, he must pllSs the English
ProficiElrtcy Exam, Students may
· attempt the test twice if neces·

the President o£ the Vniver:dty.

Problem To Be Studied

The problem will be studied by
the members of Student Court,
and in today's meeting of tbe
Faculty Policy Committee, Dennison said. ]3oth groups will eventually have to agree to a revised
Article 5, which would be submitted to the Associated Student<;
at the next general election as a
consituional amendment, he added.
Conflict Explained
Dennison explained that, under
the new Constitution, a student
had no right to appeal past Student Court; but that under the
Faculty Constitution, and under
the final authority of the President and the Regents, the student
could appeal further--constitutional or not. He said that he anticipated no special trouble in getting the two constitutions into
line with one another.

sary, once during the fifth week
and once during the twelfth week.
It will not be possible to take
the test at any other time this
semester.
Students who have previously
failed the EPE one or more times
are encouraged to take the exam
during the fifth week, liS this
testing session is open to all stu·
dents who have not passed the
test.
The dates and times of the
tests are as follows:
Thursday, Oct. 20, 1 p.m.,
3:30 'Jl.m., 6:30 p.m.
(Continued on page 8)

Math Competition
For Talent Is Set

A mathematics contest designed to discover mathematical
talent in high schools will be
conducted from 9 a.m. until noon
Nov. 5 in Room 101 of the Anthropology Building.
All high school students are
invited to compete for the mathematical book prizes in a contest
stressing ingenuity rather than
formal knowledge.
Contest chairman Prof. A. P.
Hillman of the UNM department
of mathematics and statistics is
representing the two sponsors,
the Albuquerque Council of
Teachers of Mathematics and the ·.
UNM deparJ;ment he represents.

LOBO
Football Contest
WIN TICKETS TO DON PANCHO'S
ART THEATER
New Mexico
Utah

To Be Given Twice

Writers Needed Passing the English Exam

The NEW MEXICO LOBO is
still looking for reporters to
comlJlement its regular staff
of writers. To stimulate interest in campus journalism, the
LOBO will expel'imcnt by offering volunteer reporters ten
cents per published columninch of news.
For those students interested
in learning nn interesting
trade, gaining a backgro~md
in journalism, or who arc JUst
snoopy about what's going on
around campus, the LOBO will
hold a meeting in room 231-D
of the Union 'thursday afternoon at 2:30. Refreshments
will be served.
Students arc warned that
working on LOBO is a contaJ!,'ious malady.

Dan Dennison to'd the LOBO
Tuesday night that the conflict
centered on the constitutionallydefined area of las:, appeal for a
student brought bef<1re Standards.
The New Constitution gives the
ultimate appeal to Student Court.
This comes in conflict with the
standing policy of final appeal to

·

at 10 a.m. of floats; from campu:;
organizations and units from city
schools nnd organizations. Trophies will be awarded for winners in the parade competition.
A car caravan will go around
campus to view house dccol'ationg
on Friday night, Nov. 4.
Dispute'S,_ettled
The Committee~ ).vas also informed of the se1{tlement of the
dinpute between Rally Committt.,., and Homecoming Committee.
r..oehl f<aJd that the Rally Cotnmitt~e htHl decided that the subcommittees of Homecoming and
F·iesta were under Rally committees.
Rally ':'om would have serve
n!' an adYisory board tr. the subcNnmitto;;es and would also served
to make policy decisions. It was
alsc1 &gleed that the chairman of
Rally Com should not serve as
chairman of one of the subcom~·
mittees.
Monthly Meetings Set
Roehl also said that in a. char~
ter whicl1 will be submitted to
Senate f~r its approval there was
a provision which would have
Rally Committee meet monthly.
l!owe\'er, in a period silt weelts
before Homecoming and Fiesta
Rally Committee would meet biweekly to hear progrese reports
from its subcommittees. It would
approve all -programs and major
expenses,

BYU
N.M. St.
Colorado St.

Wyoming
Washington St,, _ __
Arizona St.
Wichita
Utah St.

Total points New Mexico vs. Wyoming---1.
2,
3

'
4.
5,
6.

Contest rules
Contest is open to UNM students onlY.
Only ONE cntt'Y wlll be accCl'tcd !tom each contestant and Every game
must be picked.
Contestants must '!lick total po[nts on UNM game :t.nd in case of a tle
the contcst<>nt coming ciO$est will be declared the winner.
Entries must be received at the Lobo ofllce by G p.m. Friday.
Ira meillbct' of Studcnt Publicatilms is eligible tor priz...
Winner will receive four tickets tor the football season to Don Pancho's

Theater.
'1. Entries willbe judged by the Lobo sports .$tafl',
8. In case of ties the prizes will be di1tided among tht wlnnm.

NAME
ADDRESS
PHONE

I
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.• Capitol Report

Art: Critic Disappointed ·
With O'Keeffe's Exhibit

Campbell Wants. UNM Job, Says Acuf
By MARK ACUFF
It is almost definite now that
Gov. Jack M. Campbell has made
up his mind to seek the presidency
of UNM rather than return to
politics.
Presi?ent. Tom. L. Popejoy of
the Umvers1ty w11l retire a year
from the . expiration of Campbell's last term as governor.
Although the official word is that
Campbell expects to stay in Santa
Fe and practice law during 1967
he has put out feelers to educa~
• tiona! institutions and founda~ions with the thought of spendmg the year in some sort of work
on . higher educational problems,
which would lend weight to the
governor's credentials as a university president.
Appreciates Opposition
At the root of this possibility is
the governor's appreciation of the
fact that some faculty members
of the University and some taxpayers are opposed to the idea of
a "politician" taking over the
state university.
Campbell already has most of
the necessary credentials-he has
be.en one of the most education_mmded governors in the country,
:'nd was the leader in founding ~:~n
mterstate compact on higher education, working closely with former govrenor Terry Sanford of
North Carolina.
Might Take Other Posts
Campbell might take a post
~th this interstate compact dur•
l'_lg the ne;xt year. or; he might
sJgn on With the Western Intersta~ Compact on Higher Education (WICHE) in which both
Campbel~ and Popejoy have played promment roles.
During the course of the year's
work, Campbell could transform

himself into an "educator" in the
p~~lic .~mage, instead of a "pol.
Ibcian. Of course, the job of University president is at least as
much political as ''educational."
The p1·imary function of a state
univ~r~ity president, other than
adm1mstra tion of the institution
is lobbying in the legislature and
arguing before the Board of Educational Finance for more funds
for the school.
Popejoy Influential
Although Popejoy is not usually
thought of as a "politician " he
is in fact one of the most p~wer
ful and influential political forces
in New Mexico, and he has made
that power felt when necessary.
Lest it be forgotten, former
Gov. Ed Mechem, a Republican
spent a good portion of his term~
in office attempting to unsaddle
Popejoy. But the University pres-

idenlr-'-in every case-proved to
be a more effective political fighter than Mechem.
Learned Hard Way
Popejoy learned his political
skills the hard way, and turned
himself into one of the most effective and respected university
presidents in the country. Campbell would have a head start in
this respect, in that as an exspeaker of the House and exgovernor, he has already acquired
the necessary political skills.
And another year working
specifically on education could be
counted on to erase most of the
misgivings some persons feel
about Campbell's making the
transition from governor to univeraity president.
Education Important
During the course of his tenure

.;.•·•, ., , ,. ,
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in office, Campbell has become
more and more convinced that
education is the most important
reason for the existence of local
government. The governor feels
that local initiative must be stir-

red up all over the country to
revitalize American public education.
And he means to do what he can
to have some direct effect on the
matter.

By HARRY GARCIA
The Georgia O'Keeffe Show,
currently open through Oct.
13 at the Fine Arts Center art
gallery, has received rather large
billing, which this reviewer regards as unfortunate: with less
star-studded announcement there
would be less disappointment.
After all, it is a quiet show.
The best paintings are filled with
light and color but they are taciturn and keep to themselves.
You approach them and they
smile at you modestly and politely say hello, looking pleased with
themselves. Of course, they have
a certain right to feel pleased
with themselves: the best are
well-mannered and have a simple
grace, exerting a quiet exuber·
ance.
Early Work Analyzed
There is the painting, which is
early in her best period, of two
red mountains and a large ex·
panse of blue sky. The red is a
clay red one identifies with the
Taos region and the bright blue
sky is tonally similiar to the red.
The composition is simple with

YOU ARE INVITED •••
Mem~ership is an inescapable and precious aspect of
ou_r h_ves ... God made us for community, for membershtp tn a shared life. An utterly solitary life is as thin
and meaningless as a raveling pulled out of a piece of
tapestry.
Angust Dun, Not By Bread Alone

SHARE FELLOWSHIP AT

I

First Baptist Church
101 Broadway, N.E.

\

College group meets at the Youth Center, 123 Broadway, S.E., at 9:30 a.
and 6 p.m. Sundays.
m.

\~

CO~E BLOW YOUR HORN. Louis Armstrong, one of Americas
le!ldmg tru~1pet players, and an institution in the field of jazz
will blow his horn for UNM students tonight at 8 p.m. in Johnson Gym.

PATRONIZE LOBO ADVERTISERS

the sky dominating the canvas.
Here are two complementary colors competently composed. The
painting is not naturalistic but
realistic. (As a matter of fact,
with this painting you see how
she moved from abstraction to
realism to abstraction).
The painting is certainly alive
but you feel it is too simple, perhaps even too well composed; and
although you see immediately that
everything is "right" in it, it
does not excite anything more
than the compliment that yes it is
very well done.
Death Symbols
Professor Bainbridge Bunting
has said that there are certain
death symbols present in these
paintings. But if it is true, as he
has said, that the animal skulls
represent death, then Miss
O'Keeffe has failed artistically:
because one gazes at these paintings and they simply smile back
noncomittally, almost beaming.
For example the horse's skull impresses you immediately. You feel
you have seen it before in a
southwestern journal or perhaps

in the pages of a text on vertebrate zoology.
Detached Air
Done in a light tone and surrounded by quiet colors, it has
the detached matter-of-fact air of
a scientific illustration. If this is
death, what of it? You think that
if this is a death symbol then it
is analagous to producing "Hamlet" with white costumes, gay
scenery, and smiles.
In the end it is a very entertaining exhibit and well worth
seeing-Qnce. But these paintings
excite neither love nor hate and
you leave feeling only a vague
complacency.
It's like eating Chinese food-a
little later you're hungry again.

International Living
A meeting designed to reactivate interest in the Experiment in
International Living will be held
tonight at 8 in room 231E of the
Union. All interested persons are
invited to attend.

--~~-=====~~~~~~~~~----

or, how to m•k• the moat of • h•rd-won EE ·de~ree

Troinees To Try
New Approaches
Barney Hopewell, a veteran of
Peace Corps work, has returned
to UNM to work with the Peace
Corps. training center. He will
eoordmate work and study programs for the new corpsmen this
fall.
A new class of Peace Corps
volunteers will be on campus on
Oct. 16. They will be scheduled
to work and study here until Jan
22, 1967' take a slJOrt home leave.
and then be sent to Chile.
'
Training Varied
So1ne of the volunteer~ will
train in public health work and
others will train for comm~nity
dev;lopment. Hopewell will be coordmator and instructor for those
who .are selected for community
development.
A new approach has been
planned by Hopewell, and he says.
"~e _ca~l it the self-help approach
-It Is mtended to put the burden
on the trainees. themselves in this
work. The staff will guide them."
Explains Program
. Hopewell, from his experience
m t~e Peace Corps, says the commumty development program
m~ans helping a community obta~n, by cooperation and work, the
thmg~ the community needs, such
as bndges, roads, health clinics
an,~ school improvement.
'
:"W:hen these volunteers finish
tra!nmg here, they will go to
Chlle and work with the Agrarian
Reform Corporation, a semi-gov.... emm!!ntal agency active in reallocating
.
I . . land and organ·lZJDg
eo omes m areas where the land
has_ been underdeveloped " he explamed.
'
The ~raini~g at UNM, Hope.
well saJd, Will "give the volun~ers ~xposure to business adminIStratmn, how to set up
coo~rati!e, how to maintai:
credit unJons, recent agricultural
developments,. l;lnd the· likl!'-and
of course, lots "of Spanish.''
'
• Hopewell is 27, has been mara:u~ a ~ear( his wife is
. om . exi~o Clty)' and his parents bve m Montana. He is a
gradu!'te of. the University of
Washmgton m Seattle where he
majored il} chemistry. '

GEORGEI\NNE 1\ltXANDER, CHlCAGO
·...

"This is the smoothest I can get my naturally
curly hair. Gorgeous, isn't it?"

Examine each caree.r opportunity With the same objectivity you
would bnng to an experiment in physics
•
Evaluate the creative challenge the chances fo d
theReducational opp~rtunities,the company's gr~!t~~~ft~~ne~~·dtr; ~enetf!ts,
elate the potential to what you want and what
,
e oca ton.
. spent the past
years developing your
alit
. shoul~r~cogmze a_worthwhile opportunity when you s;e ~~ es. ou
We thr_nk you II fmd a speCial promise waiting for you at LTV El t e. t
Our prrmary business is the design . d d
•
ec rosys ems.
1
major electronic systems having !i~, g.r~~~~Ps~:natnodfshptghly sop ~isti.cated,
Fo th f 11 t
·
. '
ace app 1cat1ons.
r e u s ory, talk )tpverwrth our representative
when he vrs1ts your campus.

seve~al

(This is how Georgeanne Alexander looked before
using CURL FREE. And these are her words.) ~~Girls with

straight hair tell me I'm' lucky to have natural curl.
They just don't know! I leave the house with smooth
hair... and get back home looking like curlylocks. In
the winter it snows and-instant ringlets. And summer
humidity makes my hair frizz up and go wild.
r~t saw an ad for CURL FREE in a magazine. It said, r1
was a curly-headed baby, but baby look at me now!'
The results looked marvelous. I would like to try it."

Opportunities exist at our Garland, Greenville and Dallas, Tex··as, .a
' c11
'f't'tes.
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS:

Our engineering representatives will be on campus
(set interview date in lOpt. News Gothic here)
Please contact your placement office for appointment.

._..,..V'

GARLAND DIVISION, GREENVILLE DIVISION
CONTINENTAL ELECTRONICS COMPANIES'

EL.EC r ROSYSTE'IVfS

"" •u•••oiA_. 0 .., ,_,Nat-T'aMo•1 INC::::.
_ .. ·
..--uca,..,.,..
I NO.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F

·'

"Look what Curl Free did! So sleek1 can't believe it's me!"

tal:~t~ ~~~ ~~ert yo~ve

1
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~~oh ... it's beautiful! I've always wanted straight hair.
Now I've got it. And I did it myself with CURL FREE. Gee,
I'm just like the ad: ~I was a curly-headed baby, but
baby look at me now!' "-GEORGEANNE ALEXANDER.
Comb those natural curls right out of your hair with
cool, creamy CURL FREE. Even
if your hair is so tight and curly
it puts up a real fight-it will
NEW!
surrender to CURL FREE. just
keep on using it and you'll see .
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LOBO'S ROLE DEFINED
THERE has been some discussion lately concerning the
role that the LOBO should play in the University Commun., ity.
•}r
;:.,'·:
Several students have expressed the opm10n that the
~;. LOBO should be an activist on campus. Others believe the
"~ paper should attempt to be "nothing more than a ~ampus
· . bulletin board.
The LOBO would like to put on record its opinion of what
it should be and what it is striving to be.
ABOVE all, the LOBO considers itself to be a newspaper.
Just because we are student opemted and student owned,
we do not feel that we are any different from any other
newspaper in the world.
Our particulay function is to provide the university community with news. The university community contains students, faculty, and staff members and we feel it is necessary
to serve them all.
The news the LOBO reports is basically campus-orientated
but because we are a pewspaper we feel that we can legitimately devote space to stories of state, national, or international level which we feel are of interest to the community
we serve.
TO A CERTAIN extent we are a bulletin board for the
campus but do not consider om·selves bound to print the
trivial. To a certain extent we are an activist, but do not
conside1•. that this is our prime purpose.
~
WE CONSIDER it our privilage to serve you, our reader,
and will continue to keep you informed to the best of our
abilities.

•'

•
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ACTION IS NEEDED NOW
RECENT STATEMENTS in Santa Fe indicate that some
voting machines may have been tampered with during past
elections in New l\Iexico.
Voting is the most sacred of all American rights. Anyone
who would rig a voting machine is committing a crime.
The Attorney-General of the State should make a quick
and thorough investigation of the charges.
The voting machine company claims that their machines
can't be rigged. They offer a standing $200 reward for in•.. formation on possible rigging techniques.
It seems rather ridiculour to offer only $200 or any type
ofreward at all. A successful method o:f rigging a machine
would be worth more than $200 to any dishonest politician.
INSTEAD of rewards, the State legislature should recheck operating porcedures of the voting machines and enact
stiff prison sentences to discourage the tampering with the
machines.
The charges that the machines have been rigged cannot be
taken lightly. The public faith in the machines, whether or
not the charges are true, have been shaken and something
must be done immediately to either completely disprove the
chnrges or expose and punish those who did tamper with the
machines.
~Jim Jansson

Wednesday, October 12, 1966

*

*

*

Dear Mr. Jansson:
The Olguin-Glasheim feature in
Friday's LOBO would be a serious
indictment· of administrative neglect if it-were based on facts. ·
The piece begins with a series
of questions, the first of which
is "Why· do students have · to
fight for parking places when
faculty Jots are more than half
empty ?'1 On the main campus
there are fifteen faculty lots containing 945 spaces. At eleven
o'clock on Monday morning, October 10, there were 75 vacant
spaces scattered through ten of
these lots. The other five were
full. Pecentage of occupancy was
92.1

The picture of the lot south of
the library could have been taken
on any Tuesday or Thursday. On
those days there is not much of :1.
load on the student lots either,
A still more dramatic picture
could be taken on Sunday morning!
The second question: "Why is
the Union, which is a virtual
monopoly, organized to make a
profit?" It isn't, and it never has.
This fact can be verified :from
audits ·submitted to the Regents
annually. One wonders whether
the t·cst of 11-lr. Glasheim's
"charges" are as wide of the
mark as these two.
Criticism founded on fact is
welcome and has a d!!Sirable
function. Criticism based on misrepresentation is mischievous and
can serve no useful purpose.
Sherman E. Smith
Administrative Vice
President

* * *

Homecoming
Clarified
Dear Sir,
In writing this letter, 1 hope to
clear up some of the false impressions concerning this years
Homecoming. I was appointed
by Jerry Roehl last spring. The
task I was to perform as Executive Administrator was somewhat
vague. Along with the ViceChairman and the past Activities
Advisor, we met in the middle of
June. Through him, we formulated how we should proceed
through the summer.
Although there was some contact between Mr. Roehl and myself, much was formulated without his actual knowledge. By
July the first, the committee members residing in Albuquerque met
for the first time, They included:
the chairman of Dance, Coronation, Half-time, Publicity, Entertainment and Program. This 1

'

might add is virtually the entire handling the contracts, for which
committee, including the Election I will accept the blame.
If void dates had been placed
Chtlirman and House Decorations
on
the contract, we would not
President. At all our meetings(six
have
waited nutil Sept, 15 to find
might be a good estimate of the
out
that
2 of the 3 had canceled
number of times we met) was the
out--we
could have known by
Student Body Vice President.
I do not feel it is necessary to August 15. It seems to me, as
explain why some changes were with most of the committee, that
made in elections and why a pa- our work throughout this past
rade was added, but the reason summer has surpassed that of
was that we wanted to maka this previous years by a huge margin.
a Homecoming for the students What seems to hurt us most of
who don't reside on campus and all, is rumors floating around
affiliate in the Greek system. It UNM ·and Senate, demanding anwas our feeling. that come fall, swers .11nd plans immediately,
Rallycom would m!let and approve wheti. in the past the Homecoming
the changes in election, a parade . Chairman .has used all posible
means to keep the enterlainm!)nt
and possibly a· conce1;t,
Entertainment, the most criti- secret· until finalized, then recb;ed element of this years Home- release it with great coverage. It
coming was for our purposes-or is my hope as it is of the entire
so we thought-.-was completed by committee, that the . students
July 25, by whicll time we had might judge us November 6, not
signed three. groups. All execu- now~
' Executive Administrator
tive bodies on· campus were informed the Deans .. . · Homecoming 1966 . · .
.·.--am Dolan
· ·:,
office.
The
eame in
.
. -

A favorable atmosphere is sur.
rounding the establishment of
a humor magazine on the UNM
campus said Bob Burton, who
initially proposed that such a
publication be tried, after con',sulting Dean Wililams Huber,
chairman of the Student Publications. Board.
"My meeting with Dean Huber
was very encouraging," said Burton. "He suggested that I appear
before the Publications Boardwhich I will do, Thursday· night."
. Meets With Deans
"I' do not expect Pub, Board to
finance this publication," said .Burton .. "I am going to ask .. them if
tl,tey wilJ·publish the humQr magazine if Senate will create. it by
legislative action," be continued.
Burton said that he also discussed his plans with Deans Harold Lavender and How{11:d Ma"tbimy, 111ho expressed enthusiasm
for the project.
.
. "They nlso expriissed· their con-

.

®]Itt· alAN JIOJ)JfiE
Our ·President's

"·.

.•

By ARTHUR HOPPE
C/t.~oniele

By ARTHUR HOPPE
"It's a terrible thing," said the Kindly Old Philosopher, shaking his
kindly old head. "To think the President himself would ge caught
practicing nepotism in private with his own son-in-law."
He what'?
' 1The newspaper," said the Kindly Old Philosopher sadly, "says
right here where that fine lad, Pat Nugent, got a job with that Johnson tee-vee station down in Texas.
"Oh, the Republicans are going to make hay iwth this one. Practicing nepotism in private! It's got a sinister ring to it, all right. If the
Pr!!Sident wants to practice nepotism, he ought to do it in public, like
any honest, above-board politician would.
"He could've just said, 'Son, I think of you as a brother. So I'm
making you Attorney General.' Folks would've understood that.''

* "' •

Wnit a minute. What's so wrong with the practice of nepotism in
private industry?
"That shows you don't know a thing about it?' said the Kindly Old
Philosopher. "Now in the old days, you got a job without a lot Df
nonsense, The President of a firm would stare the applieant square in
the eye and say. 'Young man, you got looks, breeding, a good name
and a fine family. Ilow'd you like to be v.iee president! The boy says
humbly, 'Thanks Dad! And it's all smooth sailing.
"But today, what does the lad face? He faces Personnel. 'I see by
your rap sheet that you're a grammar school drop-out,' says Personnel.
"'Give me a chance/ pleads the boy. 'After all, no job is too menial
for the son of the Chairman of the Board.'
" 'Your're hired,' says Personnel. 'Of course, to show no favoritism,
we'll start you at the bottom so you can learn the business from the
ground up!
•
"So he starts as an office boy, eager to learn the way modern businesses are run. 'Hey, there, get me a ham on rye,' shouts his boss.
'And make it snappy, If you don't mind, please, sir.'
"And all his fellow workers smile at him politely. And shun him
like the plagUe. But he works bard, does his best and, sure enough, he
gets a raise.
" 'I am happy to inform you we are doubling your salary in view of
the excellent record you have compiled thus far,' says the boss. 'And
I hope you do even. better on your second day with the firm.'
"So he fights his way up through the ranks to the very top. In abuot
six weeks. But by that time his nerves ate shattered, his confidence is
gone and he thinks the company's being run by a bunch of nuts.
"No sir, private nepotism is a tet'rible thing for any lad to undergo
these days. And 1 say they should've made that poor Nugent lad Attorney General instead.''

.. "'

I said be was being unfair. Mr. Nugent could easily get a job without any help.
"You're right there,'' agreed the Kindly Old Philosopher. "I'd hire
him myself. He's a fine, decent, bright-looking young man. What's
more, he's already proved himself by meeting li:P with one of life's
big challenges. And he did mighty well.''
Oh? What chalenge was that'?
The Kindly Old Philosopher's eyes took on a kindly old twinkle.
"Getting married," he said.

cern that the magazine would editors," he continued.
Burton said that most of these
maintain the high standards of
will
be paid positions.
UNM," said Burton.
Schedules Meeting
Burton said that he met with
favorable reactions when he consulted individual members of the
Pub Board and Student Senate.
He will appear before Senate next
Wednesday to seek appropriations
for the magazine.
With this encouragement, Bur- The Free University program,
ton has scheduled a meeting for initiated last spring to suppletonight at 7 p.m. in the Activities ment the normal University cur.ricula, will be continued this fall,
Center in the Union. ·
said Jack Weber, chairman· of the
The meeting's agenda will call Committee on the University..
for the mapping out of financial
This semester's progr;:~.m will be
plans, the question of content,
somewhat
delayed in . getting
and discussion of staff positions, underway since,
until recently, it
said Burton.
lacked a chairman.
Looking for Editors
Abernathy Volunteered
"I am looking for a business
After the Free University beeditor, a managing editor, and an gan its classes last spring, Sanassistant editor," specified Bur- dra Abernathy volunteered to
ton, "These individuals will in take responsibility for· its conturn .be looking for department tinuation.
Due to unforeseen commitments,
she was unable to fulfill this
obligation and the· Free University suffered a loss in what momentum it had gained. ·
The chairmanship has now been
placed in the hands of Larry
Clevenger, UNM sophomore. He
was unavailable for comment on
his plans.
Material Interesting
The Free University, which
was an outgrowth of the concern for the quality and diversification of education, was established to provide students with a
professor-led seminar in which
they could find material of interest to them that cannot be obtained through the route of requirements to a degree.
The classes, which handle such
topics as the new morality, psychedlic
drugs,
contemporary
trends in art, and the Southern
freedom movement in perspective,
were :found to be highly successful, said Weber.

Free University
To Continue Soon

li$ten to KUNM ·

Private Practice
San Fran•wro

Piper Wins Office Hunting Weapons
Of Regional Group Will Be Featured

Magazine Gains Ground

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Sir:
Let me identify myself as the
"participant;" quoted by J o Ann
Bailey in her SDS al·ticle as calling The LOBO infuriating. Although, I fear, the adjective applies, I hasten to congratulate
Carole Olguin on her Eliot Glasheim piece. Mr. Glasheim's remarks on Zimmerman Library
quite literally moved me to poetry.
To wit:
Nothing enlivens thought
like a good idea
whose gene,
efficiently attached
to the chromosome of wisdom,
has been
-we are complacently advised
-misllfid in passage.
Yours very truly,
Chandler Thomson
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"I WAS GOING TO GIVE UP DRINKING, BUT I
DECIDED ABSTINANCE MAKES THE HEART
GROW FONDER.'~

Charolett L. Piper, UNM professor in the department of
health, physical education and
recreation, is president-elect of
the Intermountain Conference for
Physical Education for College
Women,
She will assume presidential
duties next year at the annual
conference meeting in City Pat·k,
Utah. Policies and standards for
.co-llege women's intercollegiate
sports and dance are set by the
conference for the states of New
Mexico, Wyoming, Colorado, Idaho and Utah.
·

Primitive man's methods and
tools for capturing his food, and
sometimes killing his enemy, will
be reflected in a display of primitve weapons at the openng of a
new show at the Anthropolgoy
Museum, Oct. 17 at 7:30 p.m.
Followng the fol'mal opaning
Oct. 17, the museum will be open
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., Tuesday
through Saturday.
The exhibit will be shown
through next April,

Listen to KUNM

;.,>l.-

~

Prolessor:;··
J. S. M·.--Mooa ·asks:
•

v

..

••

•

"Gee, ho~· come in ~- mass
.so~iety like: o~rs a pra~naiam
.-::. .beer· ge·t;jO.be th~ :~tA-t .
· ···. . j,opul,.i.t-. ·How co~e?" ·

•.'

Aw,Prof •••
the answer's
on the tip of
your tongue.
ANllEUSER•BUSCH, INC. • ST. LOUIS • NEWARK • LOS ANGELES • TAMPA • HOUSTON

Picture yourself
with a real live
PLAYMATE!
,...............
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you're invited to an

OPEN HOUSE
10:00 AM TO 4:00 PM

SATURDAY, Oct. 15th
STOP IN

FREE PHOTO

See How Much You Can

of you and

SAVE

LISA BAKER

on HIGHEST QUALITY

in person

featured, November Playmate,
1966
PLAYBOY MAGAZINE

GASOLINE

POLAROID CAMtRAS
and FILM COURTESY

KURT'S CAMERA CORRAL
- - - - - - - - -. . . Ctm1nrdc

Fc.al!.m:~ ~Yhd

\

Odd
Bodk"ins

I
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I

1
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$TEST RIDE~ lI

By Dan O'Neill
320 Wyoming Blvd., S.E.

2504 Broadway, S.E.

'
'

FREE
REFRESHMENTS

Bridge & Isleta
' Candelaria & Edith

FO~MEiil.V

C:Ust!MAtl MOTORs

331·333 SAN PEDRO DR., N.E.
.

.

Solo Suzuki
and feel the
spirit and spunk
that's set the
pace in more
Grand Prix races
than any other
lightweight
motorcycle. .
Suzukis win the
races. You get
the prize,

.

AUtHORIZED SUZUKI
SALES AND SERVICE

~

~----~----------------------J
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Art Exchange Program
Features British Work
By BRIAN LEO
In the lower level of the gallery
of the Fine Arts Center there is
currently an exhibition of prints
by Bl'itich artists.
This show has come to the University under the sponsorship of
an intemational print exchange
program organized by the Memorial Union of Oregon State University. Gordon Gilkey is the man
at Oregon State who is in charge
of this series of art exchanges.
Surprising Quality
Garo Antreasian, Professor of
Art at UNM, offel'l'ed a number
of comments in connection with
the exhibition. Prof. Antresian is
the lithography teacher here, and
he said that "The remarkable aspect for me is the completely professional,
first-class
printing

which all of the wot•ks display."
The exhibit totals ninety-eight
p1·ints in three media. "This show
finds me unaware that lithography had been developed to such a
competent level in a relatively
short time in England," said Antreasian. The British gro~1p which
is responsible for the printing is
named Editions Alccto Ltd., in
London,
Series Selections
Some of the p1•ints from the
show are part of a series by the
particular artist, and many of
these represented are from the
recent crew in what has been
called "The London Scene."
David Hackney was mentioned
by Prof. A11treasian as to some
extent working in the vein of
"black humor" emphasized by

•Students to Open
Talks on Draft
Two discussions on the American association of University
Professors' recent resolutions concerning the draft have been scheduled today and this evening.
Students for a Democratic Society will sponsor an open forum
starting at 3 p.m. in the southeast lobby of the Union, on "College and the Draft" and on the
question of whether the Univer-

Letter to Regents

Part in Selection
Of U. Head Asked
Professor Carl Selinger, Pl•esident of the UNM Chapter of the
American Association of University Professors, recently released
the text of the AAUP resoluion
calling for faculty participation
in the selection of a new president for the University.
The resolution was sent in a
letter to Regents President Bryan
Johnson.
The AAUP calls on the Regents
to "take advantage of faculty's
collective experience within the
American academic community."
"We respectfully suggest that
the Faculty Policy Cimmittee, or
a special committee chosen by the
Policy Committee, be charged
with definite responsibilities in
the recruitment, screening and
preliminary evaluation of all candidates," the resolution continued.
The resolution also praised
President Popejoy, saying, "We
pledge our continuing support to
the President (Popejoy) until the
final day of his service, for we
cannot imagine his abandoning
the principles that have gnided
him through a brilliant term as
President of the University of
New Mexico."

Math Department
Schedules Review
A review of mathematics and
the fundamentals of engineering
has been scheduled at UNM.
The Engineer-in-Training Review-which begins Oct. 31-is a
non-credit review of mathematics,
engineering
physics,
statics,
strengths of materials, dynamics,
thermodynamics, fluid mechanics,
engineering economics, electricity
and chemistry.
There will be 33 class meetings.
Cl.,sses will be held Monday and
Wednesday evenings from 7 to 9
p.m. Classes will be held in room
235 of the Civil Engineering building, starting Oct. 31 and ending
March 13, 1967. The tuition is $50
including the wxt. The class will
be limited to 3G people. Appliaca·
tioll may be made at the Division
of Extensions. . , . . : .
.
t

sity should cooperate with the
Selective Service system.
AA UP Request
It is scheduled in response to
AAUP's request for discussion
within the campus community, an
SDS news release said.
Yaqui House, Mesa Vista dorm,
has scl1eduled an evening panel
discussion, starting at 8 p.m. in
the TV lounge of Mesa Vista
dorm. It is open to all male students, and will feature a panel
which will include Professor Selinger and Schmidt authors of the
rseolutions, and students from
Yaqui House.

some of the recent plays from
England. "I feel that Hackney
has been highly influenced by
Francis Bacon, and I am interested to see what extensions have
been and will possibly be developed,stated Prof. Antrcasian.
Transfer of Media
Ccrt;1inly there are other personalities, and other age levels,
involved in this cun·ent exhibition. Some of the artists are older
in this current exhibition. Some of
land, such as Richard Hamilton,
Alan Davie, and Eduardo Paolozzi. The change in media "also involves the changing of tools, and
this is very difficult," stated Prof.
Antresian. Sometimes the alteration of image in terms of media
will result in a lessening of clarity
ro impetus, or "life.''
Antreasian felt that a certain
distinction could be drawn among
those artists whose imagery could
be completely apprehended in the
1·calm of lithography, and those
artists who lost some measure of
presence in the process.
Tools Investigated
"Eduardo Palazzi is intresting
in his expansion of the tools which
an artist can use in the explica· tion of a concept," stated Prof.
Antheasian. "Who knows what
vehicles will be used to make
, prints in 50 or 100 years?"
People like Paolozzi are showing that more and more can be
done to the vehicle without changing the specifteity or poise of the
expression.
Within both the brand-new imagery and the m01·c seasoned Ol'
dowdy--whichever you will- expressions, there are many reasons
around' the walls of the gallery in
the Fine Arts Center that you
should see same.

Resolutions Gh•en

The Selinger resolution appeals
for a revision of the draft rules in
favor of a lottery system. The
resolution offered by Professor
Schmidt asks that the University
not cooperate with the Selective
Service System in releasing stu·
dent grades.
The SDS meeting will go on as
long as interest continues. Participants may enter or leave the
discussion at any time.

Sanifone Professional
DRY ClEANING

Defense Is Tough
As SAE Nips SX

Call 243-5671 today!

ByBILLHUME
Sigma Alpha Epsilon squeaked
by Sigma Chi, 8 to 6 in Monday's
intramural Football play, extending their winning streak to seven
games.
The game turned into the defensive battle predicted by both
coaches Sunday night. The two
point margin came on an SAE
safety in the SX end zone. Sigma
Chi was left with five wins, one
loss, and one tie.
Pikes Win
In other Monday action, Pi Kappa Alpha defeated Sigma Phi Epsilon in a contest since protested
on the grounds of an alleged ineligible player on the Pike team.
If the protest stands, Pikes will
have a loss chalked up to them
for the game, an intramural department source said.
Pi Kappa Alpha bounced back
on Tuesdays, smashing Sigma
Alpha Epsilon 21·0 in a hardfought game marked by more
than several extremely well-executed Pike offensive plays.
SAE Vulnerable
The Pike victory left the SAE's
with the possibility of losing the
Greek League championship.
If the SAE's lose to Phi Gamma
Delta tomorrow, Sigma Chi would
be first and SAE would be second.
If they tie the Fijis, SAE and
Sigma Chi would tie for the
league. If they win, they win the
league, with Sigma Chi second.
Pi Kappa Alpha will probably be
third:
'

plus

FAST two-way radio
Pick-up & Delivery

Campus Chest
There are still vacancies on the
UNM Campus Chest Committee.
Any students interes~ed in wo~k
ing on this co1nmittee, wh1ch

handles the raising of funds for
charity projects, ~re asked t? p~ck
. up applications m the ActiVIties
center.
LISTEN TOKUNM
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H.ouston's Golf Team
Seeks Its Tenth Win
.

FAIRGROUNDS
SERVICE
STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS

Complete Automotive Service
Speedo Expert
Dependable

Friendly
Try Us For Proof

Ph. 256-1423

Scm Pedro & Central

6211 Central NE

STU DENT CHARGE CARD

.\·~. . . .l
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f

CHARGE

19

CARD
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NAME

;MISS. MARGARET TEELE, starlette appearing in "Mother Goose A-Go-Go, is shown here being
ll!tervJewed ~Y LOBO reporter, Judy Pawley. The young actress is appearing at the Downtowner tomght. She will return to HoJiywood tomorrow. (LOBO staff photo by Pawley)

ADDRESS

.J)(i,ll LNHIA~ AV[

r~ l

-•

Signature

AlDUQU[RQUf. N(W M(l(lCO
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Starlet Like s Sports

PHONE 25!1 5581

By JUDY PAWLEY
In an exclusive LOBO interview, Margaret Teele, movie starlet, appearing in the newly-released "Mother Goose A-Go-Go,"
discussed her past, present, and
future.
She left her hometown of
Greenbay, Wisconsin, some five
years ago to study drama at the
Pasadena Playhouse. After two
years she moved to Hollywood,
where her film career began.
Several Appearances
She appeared in several films
and TV shows. Her film appearances include "The Silencers "
"W'm t er A -Go-Go," "Way Way
'
Out" with Jerry Lewis (to be
released), and "The Singing
Nun."
Her favorite actor and actress
from a working point of view ate
Dean Martin and Debbie Reynolds. "They make work a pleasure," she said. Feeling that a
college education is a necessity

Countersigned

THIS CARD MAY BE CANCELLED WITHOUT NOTICE

We invite you to examine one of Albuquerque's
most complete drug stores, Schroeder-Wilson Pharmacy
at 3100 Central S.E., just 2 blocl•s east of the Campus,
and receive your ::;TUimNT CHARGE CARD. Our
f1·iendly staff of Registered Pharmacists and Qualified
Costmeticians will be happy to serve your every need.
YOUR CARD \Yill entitle you to convenient credit
in any of our many departments which include a complete cosmetic department for both men and women,
sundries, gifts and cards for all occasions, and a Jlharmacy backed by over a Quarter of a Century of unexcelled service to Albuquerctueans.

Come in TODAY and asl\ for your STUDENrr
CHAIWE CARD. 'Ve will be delighted to have you as
one of our charge customers!

Seminar to Begin
A :;<>minar for mPdi1•ai office
assistants will begin Oct. 18 till
tht' UN~! ''alllJitll'l. ThP F!'lninar
will dt•al witil Jl!'rs .. iial adju;:tllWnt aml htmmn ;•elnt!ons antl
will 11(' hl'ld on 1'm·~=,lay evenirw.;
fl'~lln 7 to !l p.m. in I~oom 102
:\IIil-lwll Hall. There will be l(l
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in this age, she is currently enrolled in Los Angeles. City College where she is an English
major.
Her hobbies are cooking and
sports. Her favorite sport is skiing, with water sports running a
close second. When asked .for her
qualifications in men, she replied
that she tequired high values and
good character, but above all, a
man with deep religious feelings.
"I feel that the world is too hectic
in this day and age to depend on
human nature; therefore, I turn
to religion.''
Changcd Her Name
Her real name, Margaret Poby,
was changed to Margaret Teele
because her manager disliked the
name Poby. She said that she
may eventually go back to Poby.
Her future plans are to continue acting, complete her college
degree, and, when "Mr. Right"
comes along, settle do,vn to mar-

riage and raising the eight children she wants.

.

By JEFF DENNARD
The University of Houston
Cougars return to the Tucker Invitational golf tournament which
starts today at UNM to defend
their title which they won last
year for the ninth time in a row.
The Cougars are the team to
beat again this year, but the defending NCAA champs should get
a good fight from Arizona State
and Brigham Young as well as
the host Lobos.
Competition in 9 Areas
There are nine fields of competition in the tourney which will
see 19 teams trying for varsity
l10nors. The competition will be
in the following areas: individual
competition in men's varsity,
freshman-junior college division,
and women's division; team competition in varsity, freshmanjunior college, and women's division, and low ball competition in
all divisons.
Teams Lsted
The teams which will be at the
tournament are Houston, UNM,
BYU, Arizona State, Wyoming,
Utah U., Colorado U., Utah State,
ENMU, Fort Hayes State of
Kansas, Texas Western, A<lams
State, Oklahoma City U., Texas
Tech, West Texas State, HardinSimmons, New Mexico State, and
Texas Wesleyan.

In last year's tourney Houston
held off charges by both BYU and
Arizona State. BYU finished only
one stroke behind the young men
from Houston while the Sun
Dcvels were another two back.
The Lobos finished in fourth place
nine strokes behind the winners.
Ifouston 'Stingy'
The University of Houston has
been stingy with the team championship as the Cougars have
captured the blue ribbon of the
event for nine of the eleven years
the tourney has been played.
Those nine victories started in
1957 and have continued to the
present.
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255-1851

Nobody bas a smoother line!
Than

~rWrangler®
ID PERMANENT PRESS

Shirts and Slacks
wifh FoRTREI/~
Say no more ... Mr. Wrangler has the last word in that
stay-neat, wrinkle-free look. Naturally, they're
Permanently Pressed 50% Fortrel
polyester, SO% cotton. Completely guaranteed
for one year's normal wear.

Geological Group
Taking Field Trip
The New l'lfexieo Geop:mphieal
Soeiety will spon~or a field trip
in !lOl'thW('Jtern ~ew I\!exico :md
e!'ntrnl Colorado Oct. 1-1 tlll'OUf!h

lu.

Stops dnring tbe thr<'e-day exIW<lition will illrlude th1• I~olsom
man sitt>, Capulin Mountain, tht>
Raton coal field, Spanish Peal;s
country and Huerfano Park.
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Stammer

was broad-minded enough
to try somebody else's beer.
Then he went back to this one.

Fast.

DEODORANT
Nothing stops odor better for a man!

SIMON'S DEPARTMENT

ANTI-BACTERIAL. That's why it works! Man-Power stops odor because it stops the bacteria that cause odor. And keeps them stopped,
24 man-hours a day! It's a facti Nothing stops odor better for a man!

( Broad·mindedness
isn't everything.)

BY THE MAKERS OF OLD SPICE

STORE
FIRST & GOlD SW
or write

Mr.Wrangler
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Quit Patting Their Backs

Soccer Club Wins
Against Santa Fe

SPORTS PAGE

'

There is a good deal of discussion going on these days concerning the treatment of varsity football players who are
ejected from games for displaying unsportsmanlike conduct.
The attitude among the many ·boosters who have been
The UNM soccer club had an
outstanding
weekend as they took
interviewed by the LOBO is that something must be done.
the
College
Santa Fe in
on
The men who have been spoken to agree 100 per cent that two matches andofwon
big victowhen a player is ejected from a game that some form of ries in both.
discipline must then follow.
An "A" team and a "B" team
IF THE INCIDENT IS PASSED OVER the practice of scored victories in high fashion
getting kicked out of games will continue. It should be men- Saturday as they outscored the
32-2 in combined scores.
tioned that all of the boosters interviewed were themselves opposition
The "B" team started the afterformer football players.
noon with a 15-0 rout of the
It has been said by the head coach at the University that Santa Feans. The team was
by a ten-goal performthe players should show more self-control. It has also been sparked
ance by Bob Fox of Albuquerque.
suggested in past years that in order to keep morale high
The "A" team upped its se·aand players' confidence at a peak the practice of punishment son record to 2-0 and raised its
is sometimes overlool<ed.
overall record since soccer was
The LOBO views the situation thusly: The term unsports- introduced to UNM to 10-1-1.
The score of the game was 17-2
manlike conduct is a rather mHd way of stating that a player and the scoring was evenly diwas ejected from a game for a flagrant violation of the rules vided among four players. Scoring
four goals for the A team was
of the game.
Victor Adequnleye, while Jamal
UNDER USUAl~ CIRCUMSTANCES the reason for call- Pritchard,
Ceaser Trapani, and
ing the penalty is that a player has endangered an opposing Ali Selehvarzi scored three goals
player with malicous play, fightinb, or abusive language each.
toward an official.
The fiteen-yard penalty for rough play, while not condoned by the LOBO, is accepted as part of a rough, hardhitting gamP. The ejection of a player for any reason can be
neither condoned nor accepted.
If a player resorts to methods of play which could injure
(Continued from page 1)
an opponent, or fights on the field, or uses language in a foul
Friday, Oct. 21, 1 :30 p.m.,
way toward an official, then he deserves to be removed; but
4 p.m.
more important, he is spending time ton the field doing someSaturday, Oct. 22, 8 a.m.,
thing other than playing football.
10:30 a.m., 1:30 p.m.
IN THE LAST TWO GAMES, the University has lost
In order to take the test stuthree players via unsportsmanlike conduct. All of the players
are outstanding competitors, but when they are sitting on dents must register at the Testthe bench they are of no value whatsoever. The outcome of ing Center between Oct. 13 and
an entire game could well be decided by the absence of one Oct. 18. The Center is open between 8 and 12 and 1 and 5.
player.
At the time of ·registration, each
If a player is kicked out of a game and no action is taken student will receive a ticket of
by the coaching staff then more th~.n likely players will con- admission indicating where he
tinue to be ejected. Soprtsmanship may be considered oldmust report to take the test. A
fashioned, but it still should be prar!ticed at all times and bulletin describing the nature of
should be drummed into the players by the coaches. There is the test will also be provided.
no excuse for a player's being ejected from a game.
Students must register in per.
son.
Telephone registrations will
- Jetf Dennard

Editor JEFF DENNARD
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Makers of Hand Mode,
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

Kahn Will Attend
Dedication of Lab
Dr. Milton Kahn, UNM professor of chemistry, has accepted
an invitation to attend the Oct.
14 dedication of Brookhaven National Laboratory's new chemistry
building and attend activities.
The AEC and the Associated
Universities, Inc., are co-sponsoring the dedication of the internaionally-known laboratory in
Long Island, N.Y.

Listen to KUNM

(Continued from page 1)
library was talten on a 'l'uesday
or a Thursday. He suggested that
a more "dramatic'' picture might
be taken on a Sunday.
Also denying that the Union
was a ·profit-making institution,
Smith said that this denial could ·
be verified by checking the audits.
Smith summed up by questioning whether the rest of the article was as wide of the mark as
the othel' two areas.

By JIM JANSSON
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U. Low Students

.Plan to Offer Aid

What's Showing?

1I

HoustonU.Moves

Into Tucker Lead

Engine
2. Oil Tight, Clean
Running
3. Quiet
4. Light and Handy

SIMONSON CYCLE CO.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Ph. 268-4508
Brilliant Young Star
Makes Screen Debut
A new comedy from England,
starring two of the London stage's
brightest young luminaries, Vanessa Redgrave and David Warner,

In its concurrent World Pre-.
miere at New York's Sutton Theatre, "Morgan!" was hailed by
Manhattan newspaper and national
magazine film critics as hilariously
off-beat, sometimes satiric, often
poignant. The film, whose director,
Karel Reisz of "Saturday Night
and Sunday Morning" fame, won
high praise for his imaginative
treatment, revolves around a young
London painter who escapes the
pressures of daily living by escaping into a wild, free world of fantasy.
The screenplay was written by
David Mercer,_ based on his teleplay, 11 A Suitable Case for Treatment"•
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Get
closer
with a
HONDA
Closer to class. Closer to the fraternity house.
And a lot closer to the opposite sex. Honda
of~ers you all thes~ advantages plus economy:
pnce, upkeep and msurance are all irresistably
low. Why not join the crowd?
Free Brochure: Write American Honda Motor Co., Inc.
Department C·4, Box 50, Gardena, California @ 1966 AHM
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The favored University of
Houston Coup;ars took the fil'~t
round lead in the twelfth annual
Tucker Invitational golf tournamt>nt as they fired a two- underpar 286 to gain a three-stroke
lead over Brigham Young University.
With the ninteen-team field the
course was so crowded that
twel'V!\ players were still out when
darkness set in. 'rhose players will
have to complete their rounds today following the second round.
B~hind BYU in the team scores
were UNM's number one team at
29a, Ari1.0na State at 294, and
UNM number two at 2!l8.
In the individual competition
Doug Olson of Houston is lending
the Jicld with u five-under G7. He
is followed by nud Allen of BYU
who shot a 69. Last week in the
Beehive Invitational nt Logan,
Utah, Allen won the tournament
by shooting twenty undel'. T.he
best performance by a Lobo was a
72 shot by Jerry Mindel! of the
numbcl' two team.
In the freshman competition
the lead was talten hy Houston
with the Wolfpups in second. In
the individual frosh scoring the
lead was taken by Chuck Milne of
UNM 11s he shot a 72.

Political Discussion
Mrs. Paul Schmidt will discuss political. activism on Sunday Oct, 14, at '1:30 p.m. at the
Luther . House, 1805 Las Lomas
N.E. Refreshments will be avail·

able.
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KLNB
Joseph refm;ed to identify the
Albuquerque station that complained, He said its call letters
differed from KUNM's by only
one letter.
"I've been trying to reason with
them privately," said Joseph, "but
so far it hasn't worked."
Station Hurts Self
Joseph said he thought the
commercial station was only hurting itself. He said the station
was trying to appeal to the student market and he was sut·e that
the students would resent them
interfering with their own station.
"I'm convinced that we will win
our case after the F.C.C. hears
our side of the argument," Joseph
~,;aid, He pointed out that many
areas have several stations with
nearly the same call letters and
he cited Chicago as an example
with four.
Ueady To Mail Guides
He said he felt especially terrible about the whole affair beeause KUNM has prepared to mail
out over twenty thousand prog-ram guides containing the
KUNM call letters. He said they
would try to inform the public
about the change when they went
on the air Monday.
"We will continue to use the
call letters KUNM when we answer our phone, -etc.,'' said Joseph,
"but we will lmve to use the letters KLNn on the air." He added that instead of the call letters, the announcers would emphasize the dial 90.1.
Joseph did Ill) know when the
case would come before the F.C.C.
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.1cu•"-'J"' l'ILGnll\1 IS EXPOUNDING her views on brotherly love. She has walked all over the USA
on a pilgrimage of 25,000 miles, and will continue until she feels the world has found peaceful existence. She will be in Albuquerque until Monday. (LOBO staiT photo by Pawley)

~--~--~------------------

Popejoy Expresses Opinion
O·n College Deferment: Issue
ByBILLHUJ\lE
Selective Service and college deferments was the immediate concern of UNM President Tom
Popejoy long before the American
Association of University Professors UNM chapter considered
their two resolutions on the subject, the LOBO learped recently.

Popejoy went on record on the of the letter when he was asked
issue on May 18, in a letter he recently for his views on the
wrote to Lewis B. Hershey, direc- AAUP draft resolutions. He contor of the Selective Service Sys- sented to the LOBO's obtaining a
copy of the letter from Selinger,
tem, in Washington.
saying that it pretty much exReleased to LOBO
pressed his views on the whole
The letter was released to the subject.
LOBO through Dr. Carl SelingThe letter begins by stressing
er's office. Popejoy told the LOBO that UNM intends to "follow £ul·
Iy the guidelines published recently by the Selective Service
System for the deferment of college students.''
Popejoy then goes on to !!ive
the credit load, class rank, and
progress toward a degree criterion used by Selective Service in
considering deferments.
"The guidelines when talten together and applied to student:; in
Overall those who spoke agreed a given college or university reflect no recognition of some of th(•
in part that the University important differences in indivitiu~hould not talte part in any help al students,' Popejoy maintainl'·
to the draft system. They also
Factors Cited
voded the opinion that any sysHe then cites many factm·s
tem that uses grades was unfair which the present deferment po·
not only to college stduents, but licy overlooks. These include vat·ythose not in college.
ing degrees of college prepa.I·aIn a discussion after the soul tion, the need of many students to
session, Nicholson said that it was work part or full time to support ,,
unfortunate that members of the their higher education, and the
fact that many students need
faculty did not attend. He also time to adjust to the academic at·
said that at the session those mosphere of an institution of l1i;:h·
views did not reflect the opinions er learning.
Popejoy notes that no two (;<.iof all the students, just those who leges or universities-or no ·,"':H
were bold enough to stand out student body typeS'--are the sar· ,.,
and speak their opinions.
(Continued on page 7)

Faculty Draft Resolutions

Are Topic of SDS Session
Hy UOH S'I'OitRY

1. A Modern 4-Cycle

is now showing at the
Arts Cinema.

~

I

SKI Uoots~!or sale, S.M. Italian booLq
size 6. Barely ltsed~r:ood t>rice. Call 2436113, ask for Ann McMullen. 10/12, 13,
1·1. 17.
.._ - ~--- .
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UNM students who are planning
to submit suits to the Student
Court will have the opportunity
to have professional representation and planning in their case.
Student Senator Bob :McGeorge
told the LOBO yesterday that he
had information that a group of
law students from the UNlVI law
school are planning to offer their
legal services to students who
submit suits to the Student Court.
McGeorge said that plans were
for the law students to help students prepare and present their
cases befote the court. Spokesmen
for the Student Bar Association
were unavailable for comment.

writer Service, 2217 Con] SE, phone 243 ..
0588.

315 San Pedro, N.E.

The birth of KUNM on the FM
airways this Monday will be somewhat maned because the student
, station has been ordered by the
Federal Communications Commission to change its call letters
temporarily to KLNB.
Station Manager Harry J oscph
reported to the LOBO yesterday
that the change was ordered because an Albuquerque commercial
FM station had registered a complaint with the F.C.C. that the
proposed call letters were "too
similar" to thcit· own.
Temporary Letters
While the complaint is pending, KUNM will have to broadcast under the temporary call letters KLNB, Joseph stated.

Student Court Help

SERVICES
TYPEWRITER sales & repair. Special
ratES to UNM students on all machines.
Free pickup & delivery. E & E Type-

.
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The Boiling Urge will play at
the Wednesday night dance to be
held in the Union Ballroom from
8 to 10 p.m. toniight. Admission
is 25 cents with a UNM ID card.

EXICOLOBO
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OUR SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

Proficiency Exam
Required for Grads

Wednesday Dance
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'!'he compl(•tl~ disasscl('iation of

the University from the Selective Service System and faculty
a]lproval of a lottery form of the
draft were the topics of a soul
;;essions hdd yesterday in the
Union.
The two proposals wm·e contained in nsolutions put before
the UNM chapter of the American Association of University
l'l'ofessors. The faculty group
voted to hold decision on the resolutions until opinions from the
students could be hearrl.
Student StJeak Out
In the soul session sponsored
hy the UNM students for a Democratic Society, students were
given a chance to express their
IJ;pinion. Phil Nicholson, mmnI.Jer of SDS said that the groU)l
wanted to provide this oppor-

lnternational Dinner
Planned in Ballroom
Dances, songs, exotic :food, and
native costumes from five con·
tinents will highlight the first International Dinner to be held
Sunday, Oct. 16, at 7 PM, in the
University of Ne\V Mexico Student Union ballroom.
European, Asian, African, Arabic, and Latin dishes will be
served in a theater-restaurant n:rt•angemel'lt, John Balms, International Club president said.
Tickets will be on sale in the
Student Union until 2 PM, Oct.
l!i. Admission is $1 for students
and $1.50 :f'or general admission.
No tickets will be sold after the
closing date, nakas warned,

tunity for the students t{) be
};card.
The n~solutions before the
AA'Gl' would ask the University
to disengage itself from any part
of helping the Selective System.
This would mean refusing to release students grades to the local
draft boards.
The second proposal would ask
tim faculty to approve a lottery
form of the draft in a public expression of opinion.
One of the general statements
going around the discussion was
•that the function of the Univer•,;ity was to provide a place for
the open exchange of ideas and
not to serve. as u watchdog ove1•
===~="=~~~~~·-~~--~····~--~.--~
th1• students.
Don't Fear Grades
"We should not have to live
in fear of grades," one student
said, "we are he1·e to learn and
we should be allowed to do so
freely." By taking part in the
furnishing of the student's grades
•to draft boards, many students
~clt that the University was destroying academic freedom.
"The idea of using grades for
'determination of draft status is
•totally unfah•.'' ·a student said.
·"It is unfah• both to college stu'<lents and those who are not in
college.'' The idea that the stu'dents should be considered equal'ly and not according to their
·grades was brought out.
One of the most disturbing
questions was raised by a stu•
dent who asl<ed if the intellectuals were being bought off by
giving them deferments for going to college. His contention was
YOUNG AMERICANS FOR FUEEDOM member, Josephine
that people wh() raise questions
Itamsden
and an unidentified political leftist are shown in a debate
with the system as it exists are
over
VietNam
in yesterday's dentonstratiort in front of the Union.
pacified by giving them dcfcr(LOBO
stall
photo
by t•awley)
'tents.
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